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Q1: What are some things that define a culture?(03)   
Answer:The complex whole which includes knowledge,beliefs,art,morals.custom and any all  
other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society.culture cover all aspect of 
life,food,dressing,languages and one life styles. 
 
 
Q2: What do you think is interesting about your culture?(03)   
Answer:I like all aspect of my culture but the most favorite and interesting element in my culture  
is the celebration of our culture festuival that are Eid ul fitar which come after which come after 
ramzan and the eid ul azha people celebrate and enjoyed it a lot. 
 
 
Q3: Why do you think culture is important?(03)   
Ans:culture provides important social and economic benefits with improved learning and health, 
Increasing tolerance and opportunities to come together with others.culture enhance our quality  
Of life and increases overall wellbeing for both individual and communities.it also d/c b/w human 
and animals 
 
 
Q4:What culture besides your own do you admire? Why?(03)   
Ans:The Japanese culture.i admire it so much I think it is fantastic.Why? Basically I admire the  



discipline of the Japanese people.their dedication to their personal pride and taking pride with 
their own work no matter how a trivial job they have. 
 
 
 
Q5:Do you think "when in Rome, do as the Romans do" is always good advice? Why or why 
not? Have you ever been in a situation where you felt you had to "do as the Romans do"?(03)   
Answer:in my opinion this is not a good advice do as the roman do b/c it does not work for me  
recently.I visit to south korea and I was not able to lean their language in short time and I cannot 
even eat something due to most of haram foods in their culture. 
 
 
 
Q6:If you could change one thing about your culture, what would it be?(03)   
Answer:our culture is according to the Islamic value but in most cases in rural areas the male  
dominancy is a big hurdle in women empowerment in my opinion thing should be change in 
Pakistani culture that everyone get the benefits from all affairs of life. 
 
 
 
Q7: What are the five most important values of your culture? (03)   
Answer:1:Religious uniformity,Pakistan come into existence to provide its people with a system  
based on islam.2language,multiple language are spoken in Pakistan.3 dress and diet.4 Mixed 
culture in our culture has diversity in nature.5 literature and poetry it is in important aspect in our 
 
 
 
Q8: What is considered rude in your culture? (03)   
Ans:As I’m living in Pakistan so in my culture one should use your right hand for eating shaking   
Hand and giving or receiving everything(including money)and reserve your left hand for handing 
Shoes and assisting in toilet duties.it is consider very rude to use left hand for eating etc.  
 
 



 
 
 
Q9: Have you ever experienced culture shock?(03)   
Ans:I think culture shock may not only experienced to visit foreign countries but some time in  
Domestic travel it also happened.I experienced it back in 2013 when I go to first time in hostel I  
Experienced new things the scenery,the taste,the way people talk and act. 
 
 
 
Q10:If you could choose three aspects of your culture to put in a "time box" for the future, what 
would you put in it? (03)   
Ans:firstly I suggest our literature and poetry,the second one arts and architecture third and last 
One is sport games like wrestling,hockey,squash etc to put it for future time box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


